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Unapparent is better than apparent connexion.

Heraclitus fr B54 D-K
Awake in peace.
You Who are supreme in your marshland a wake in peace!
You're a wakening is peace.

As the young uraeus awakens in peace
So your be awakens in peace. I

Thus, in the famous Middle Kingdom Hymns to the Diadem, is the snake at
pharaoh's brow invoked. As Erman showed clearly, these morning ritual hymns have very
ancient associations and echo the Pyramid Texts.2 The Cobra goddess is often named as
Wrt-hk3w, the Powerful ofMagic.3 Both the symbolism and the iconography of this serpent,
or more properly these twin serpents, seem strongly reminiscent of kUlpjalinl, the 'serpent
power' invoked in Indian Tantric ritual.

In a number of my publications I have referred to the role of kUl.ujalinl by way of
analogy in the context of Egyptian magical ritual. 4 It is not my purpose to argue here the
case, if there is one, for diffusion ITom Egypt to India, because it appears self-evident that
certain symbols or hypostases are in the Jungian sense archetypal and therefore that they
will be found in diverse cultures: familiar examples include the trickster and the psychopomp.
Study of one manifestation of an archetype sheds valuable light on others. Stricker has
noted a parallel between the site of the uraeus and the Hindu tilaka, or red dot on the
forehead,5 a reference to the third dyd ofSiva6 and to the tijJ1ticakra though which, according
to Tantric doctrine, the serpent power emerges.7

Tantra is a system of spiritual practice of which there are closely interrelated
Hindu and Buddhist strands. It is an ancient but living practice which is based on the texts
known as Tantras,8 very few of which have been edited or translated. Among its
characteristics are that it has practical as well as spiritual goals; knowledge of the divine
world is gained by meditation; it employs coded language; empowerment is gained through
magical proficiency; and the practitioner has a partner who is regarded as an incarnation of
the goddess Sakti, consort of Siva. Tantric techniques are, in short, a means of seizing the
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initiative spiritually, and the notion that enlightenment is possible in one's present existence
reverses the apparent fatalism of conventional Hinduism. In Tantra, the body is regarded
as having a kind of collateral circulation in the form of two 'arteris', iqli and pHlgala, one
of which is red and one white, which may be regarded as two snakes. These are connected
to a number of 'circles' (cakra) [figure 1]9 one of which" located at the brow, is designated
for a;J1lior 'gnosis'.l0 This is precisely the site of the uraeus on the Egyptian royal diadem.
In the couse of Tantric meditation, awareness is achieved when kU~lIjalinl, the 'serpent
power' is activated. II

This divine snake courses upwards ITomthe muladhara cakra at the perineum,
where it normally lies coiled and inactive, to emerge from one of the cakras in the head,
rather like the Lightning Flash of the Qabalah, only in reverse.12 Whereas in the Vedas
sexuality is regarded as impure, 13 the Tantric initiate achieves the coincidentia oppositorum
thi-ough tabu-breaking as part of the ritual. In the context of kU~lIjalinlyoga, this is done by
mans of a sacred act of coitus with the female partner.14The India!).poet Kfu:1.ha,in an
important series of hymns devoted to the raising of the serpent power, expresses its
symbolism thus:

Just as salt dissolves in water, so is the heart which possesses the Mistress of the
house.
At this exact moment it discovers a like savour if it unites with her again and
again for ever. 15

Again there is an analogy with the sexual aspects of Hebrew mysticism, 16 although
with the difference that in Tantra retention of semen is considered crucial.17

In Egyptian religion, the two Merty-goddesses represent a symbolism analogous
to that of the red and white snakes of ku~ujalinl. The parallelism is particularly striking
because the Merty are shown in the form of serpents and symbolize the two royal crowns

- one red and one white - and hence the two complementary parts of Egypt. 18These deities
are also intimatelyconnectedwith Hathor in her role as goddess of divine intoxication.19

The Book of the Dead contains an invocation to the two snake-goddesses as protectresses
of the solar barque, whose ambiguity is reflected in the apparently quite inappropriate title
'Spell for warding off (xsj) the two Merty :

Hail to you Two 'Companions Two Sisters Merty
I have opened you (wp.n.i-tn) by magic (m-hk3)
I am the one who shines from the sektet-boat
I am Horus the son of Osiris
I have come to see my father Osiris.20

Elsewhere in The Book of the Dead, Osiris is addressed as the one "whose crown
has reached the sky and touched the earth'?1 and a spe]] in the Coffin Texts has the king
declaring:' "I have corne here so that I may turn my snake, that I may raise the uraeus, and
that I may cure the great god [Osiris] of that which he has severaly suffered."22 The
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transformation of the eye ofRec into a cobra is referred to in an obscure passage in Bremner-p

Rhind,23 and 'raising the uraeus' is documented, not only in the hymns to the diadem to

which reference has been made, but in the daily temple ritual duri,ng the New Kingdom.24
The Book of the Dead contains a short but powerful spell for making a transformation into
a snake called Sa-ta ('Son of the Earth'):

I am the snake Son-of-Earth25 the one extended in years
One who sleeps26 and is reborn every day
I am the snake Son-of-Earth who is at the limit of the earth
I sleep and I am reborn
Renewed and rejuvenated every day. 27

This is nothing less than the justified soul incorporating the ouroboros Mehen28
and thus spanning earth and sky. The sloughing of the snake's skin can be clearly seen as
a symbol of healing and rbirth,29 and in the indigenous population of Arnhem Land the
initiate may be reborn only if he is able to be metamorphosed into a rainbow serpent.30
Jung came close to making a diret association between the snake-and-staff of Askelpios
and kUlpjalinf,31 the former being a prototype ofthe Hermetic caduceus with its twin snakes.32
For those with a symbolic turn of mind the fact that DNA, the basic molecular building-
block, has the shape of a dual helix33 may seem significant. The rhetor Aristides had a
dream in which the god Sarapis, taking on the role of the divine healer, held a knife and
made an incision (peritemnein) in the center of his forehead, the site of the snake-diadem,34
and Marinus reports that the philosopher Proclus, when sick, saw a snake creeping round
his head at the location of his illness.35 'Heraldic' figures of twin snakes which resemble
those of the caduceus are found in the ancient Near East36 and, in Egypt, twin ram-headed
serpents occur in the iconography of the god Atum, whose name means 'the complete
one'.37 [figure 2) Jachin and Boaz, the twin pillars of the temple of Solomon, similarly
suggest the complementarity ofyin and yang.38 The double snake occurs twice in Hour 10
of the Egyptian Amduat: in the upper register, parallel coiled snakes support the sun-disk,
while the middle register shows a snake with two heads, one of which wears the red and the
other the white crown.39 [figures 3 & 4)

Ascent by means of transformation into different magical animals is well attested
in Egyptian religion. According to the Coffin Texts:

If you (gods) ascend to the sky as serpents

I shall ascend on your coils

.
If you (gods) ascend to the sky as cobras

I shall ascend on your brows.40

The Brooklyn Museum has a beautiful bronze sphinx of Dynasty XIX. [figure
5)41 The animal is upright on a standard shaped like a sledge with two upraised uraei in
front of its forepaws. This motif is strongly suggestive of typical figures of the jackal god
Upwawet, a hypostasis of Anubis. Upwawet's role, in the Old Kingdom, is to take pharaoh
to the sky on his sledge, whish is usually adorned with an erect cobra. [figure 6)42This
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parallels the work of Anubis as psychopomp.43 In a cryptic entry, the lexicographer
Hesychius tells us that "dogs are also snakes."44The dog and the snake appear together, for
instance, on the iconography of Asclepius.45Both types of animal have a strange ambiguity
in their symbolism: they are closely associated with death and also with healing, rebirth
and transformation.46

The above brief and preliminary study will, I hope, highlight a number ofinteresting
topics in comparative religion. I have deliberately avoided entering here into profound
questions, crucial as they are, about the ontological status of archetypal symbols. There is
certainly evidence, ITom inscriptions in Prakrit and Old Tamil, that Indians lived and traded
in Egypt ITom at least the second centuryCE.47 It is not suggested that Indian motifs are
derived ITom Egyptian, or vice versa, or that Egyptian conceptions of the body-soul axis
resemble those of Hindu-Buddhist philosophy in every particular, because such is not the
case. However, certain analogies relating to invocation of the serpent goddess as the
repository of a special sexual and metaphysical power are clearly discernible. Further
research is required into the role of ecstasy in Egyptian and other religions, including the
importance of tabu-breaking for certain magical purposes, and into the multi valency of the

snake as a symbol of death, rebirth, and transformation.
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